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Light meter photography app

I have to apologize to the developer. I bought this app and I was initially a bit miffed at what I thought I'd got for the price. I actually went so far as to ask Apple for a refund, which I pretty quickly regretted. When I used the app I realized that it was my favorite one as far as the phone light meters go, and the log feature is very cool. I've tested it against my camera meter and feel confident that it will work well
with an old rangefinder I use that doesn't have a meter. A minor thing to carry around with me when recording because my phone would be in my pocket anyway. It works well, is well designed and well thought out, and the log function is great. So I went back and bought it again! Thanks for doing that and sorry for my first snap verdict! Despite modern innovations, a dedicated light meter is still the most
accurate way to measure exposure and ensure consistent, high-quality results on your video project. Until recently, light meters were relatively expensive, especially when moving into color gauges, which can cost upwards of $1,700. The good news is that there are several amazing new metering apps for your smartphone that offer accuracy, reliability, and won't break the bank! Some of the apps utilize
attachment accessories, while others don't. Here we have listed four of the highest rated and most popular metering apps currently available: Pocket Light Meter-FreeThis app of NuWaste measures reflected light and allows for reciprocity calculations. In the latest version, logs can now be uploaded to Evernote. This app provides a high level of accuracy when measuring impressions, and you can spot
meters by simply tapping the screen. It also shows your light in kelvins so you can set it to the correct white balance. You can even save and save images with the values to refer to it later. This app has a very simple design and doesn't offer as many features as some of the other apps on this list. Luxi - Free/$22This app of Extrasensory Devices is free to download and can be used as a spot meter and
measure exposures without using accessories. However, you have to buy the $22 Luxi For All Smartphone Attachment to use the app as an incident meter and to measure ambient light levels. This app provides very accurate light and color readings, and you can even use the Luxi For All attachment associated with Pocket Light Meter and Cine Meter II to measure light in different ways. One drawback is
that this app requires calibration, and since not all devices are made the same, in many cases it will require adjustments. Cine Meter II-$24This app is very versatile in terms of its functionality and features, especially when used in conjunction with Luxi for All attachment. It's a very precise spot meter, and when used with the Luxi For All attachment, the app can be used as an event meter. Cine Meter II
offers smart such as the ability to set the shutter angle, ND filter compensation and and filter factors. You can also use the front-facing camera to take light meter selfies. Here you can check the app creator, Adam Wilt's test results of the accuracy of his color gauge. Lumu - Free/$299Like Luxi, lumu app itself is free and can be used as a reflective light meter without accessories. But for more professional
spot and color measurement, you need the Lumu Power attachment dome that costs $299 and is not compatible with other light meter apps. This app has an incredible amount of features including the ability to measure exposure, ambient light, flashlight, color temperature, white balance, as well as illuans. The Lumu includes a Cine/Video meter where the settings and features are based on those within the
ambient light meter, but is aimed at setting your aperture and ISO based on a fixed shutter speed. Using a light meter to capture videos or analog photography is essential. Unfortunately, not all devices have built-in or accurate light meters. So what to do? Well, with the introduction of light meter apps to your smartphone, you are completely covered. ⚠️ If you intend to do serious &amp; professional
measurement of illuminance you need a dedicated device. But don't worry, we also wrote about the best light meters currently available online. What is a light meter &amp; Why do I need one? A light meter is a device for measuring light. This allows you to read the amount of light in your surroundings and determine your shutter speed and aperture value. These light meter tools are useful for creating
properly exposed images. Most modern DSLR's and mirrorless cameras have some sort of built-in light meter. Old school cinematographers are less fortunate. Many older film cameras do not have reliable metering systems, or in many cases, none at all. And when you're shooting with camcorders, it's even rarer. Here's an example of what an older light meter would have looked like: Show hands to
anyone who knew what this thing is!  ♂ ️  ♀ ️ This is what an old school, analog light meter looks like! Looking at how complicated and heavy that light meter works, it's no wonder the world invented light meter apps! Related Post: Best Photo Editing Apps Do Light Meter Apps Actually Work? Now that we know what a light meter is, let's talk about the functionality of these light meter apps. Do they work?
Are these tools you need to download or invest in? To put it simply, yes - metering apps work. In fact, these light meter apps work the same way as a camera's internal light meter. Here are a few other things you should know: Like a camera's light meter, a phone's light meter works within the device's limits. Related Post: Best Ring Lights So for meter apps, we have to expect them to work to the features of
our smartphone. If your camera performs well in low light, then your light meter will. However, if the camera has a poor low light resolution, you can expect your light to will not be able to measure this level of light either. Makes sense so far? So let me get to my next point, which is... Light meter apps are accurate. They provide similar information from a given scene that can be compared to other handheld
light meter devices. And their accuracy is typically within a 1/10 stop of standalone devices. So if there's a key element to remembering it is this: You'll achieve work, accurate results from your light meter app if used correctly. It's as easy as that! A quick note about devices The last point to note is that the effectiveness of a light meter app comes down to app developers associated with the smartphone
you're using. RELATED POST: Best Smartphone Cameras Newer versions of smartphones are equipped with the latest photo-taking technology, updated firmware, and higher phone quality overall. Of course, light meter apps will work better on newer devices. Now that we've covered the functionality of light meter apps , let's talk about the available products you can download today. Here's our
comprehensive comparison of light meter apps for your iPhone (iOS) and Android devices. iOS Light Meter Apps 1. Pocket Light Meter (iOS) This light meter app from Nuwaste studios is made for your iOS device. It fits in your pocket, directly available on your smartphone. This light meter can be used for cinematographers and those who photograph with all manual settings. The app measures reflected
light and allows reciprocity calculations. There is a note feature which allows you to create and save comments about your photos. The impression and location information for your photos is also automatically saved. On the app, you can adjust the shutter speed, aperture, and ISO for your image. The lighting is measured and displayed in Kelvin, for easy and adjustable white balance. It has a simple
interface and features compared to competing apps. It can be good or bad depending on your personal preferences. 2. myLightMeter Pro - $3.99 (iOS) The myLightMeter Pro app works on any iPad and iPhone. Designed by a photographer, this light meter app is focused on reliability and precision for both digital and film photography and videography. It can read dark scenes and has an event and reflected
light measurement modes. Even, take note: the event light reading needs a diffuser attached to the front of the camera. You can choose aperture, speed, ISO, and exposure compensation. The shutter speed varies from 4 minutes to 1/8000 sec. Aperture options range from 1.0 to 512, and ISO from 3 to 6400. Additional features include: AV and TV mode for automatic priorityAutomatic ISOSpot
measurement and zoomed camera viewReading exposure data for any photo from the galleryMemory for 5 lensesLED indicators to indicate unreliable metrics Total, this light meter app is much more comprehensive than Pocket Light Meter and for a third of the price. With more reviews if you want to buy a light meter app this would be the product for you. 3. Lux Light Meter Pro - Free (iOS) Lux Light Meter
Pro is a free application for iOS devices. It measures light intensity and is calibrated with a professional light meter. The app is easy to use and functional. It is for measuring, comparing and adjusting light levels both inside and out. The app works by collecting light intensity data at the click of a button. It contains: Realtime measurementsOne Time measurementsSEpeak and Max ValuesFront and rear
camera This program has several positive reviews and responses. It's relatively simple as Pocket Light Meter. Since the product is free, test it out and see if the simple interface and easy to use settings will work for you. 4. Lumu Light Meter - Free (iOS) The Lumu light meter app is a powerful app more likely suitable for professionals. While there is a free version that will work for most. If you want to
unleash the full powers of the app, it's going to cost you. The app acts as a reflective light meter (free to download) or can be combined with Lumu power hardware for professional Flash and Color temperature measurements. And that's where this app really shines. The Lumu Power app delivers color temperature, illuans, spot, ambient and flash exposure measurement. Features of this application and
hardware combo include: Parameters for exposure, f-stop, ISO, Ev, and lux. Contrast valuesVideo mode for ambient lightingFlash ExposureColor TemperatureChromaticityIlluminanceGeo-Location, Custom Notes, and Photo Storage Is it worth the cost? If you're just looking for a basic, free light meter, the free version will be perfectly suited. But at about $200, the upgrade is more questionable. I would say
if you are a professional, the upgrade is totally worth it as it will do the work in multiple devices. With video features and color temperature options, the $200+ upgrade can save you money in the long run. Since a light meter and color temperature gauge often cost over $1000 when purchased together. So even if the application offers many high quality features, the decision to upgrade will have to be a
personal, financial choice for you as a professional. For our assessment, this application is the most professional light meter available for your smartphone. Android Light Meter Apps 5. Lux Meter - Free (Android) Lux Meter is a simple application for your Android device. It measures poor dominance using the device's light sensor. Features of this product include: The ability to calibrate your device with
multiplier Shows you the smallest, maximum and average valueShows sensor data This light meter app is simple, easy to use and 100% free. For us it is definitely worth downloading and testing on your own images. 6. Light Meter Free (Android) The light meter application is by WBPhoto. It is free and offers a reflected light meter with spot measurement (which uses the device's camera) and an event light
meter (using the device's light Tested against standard light meters for quality and accuracy, this app is perfect for movie cameras of varying format – SLR, pinhole, and video as well. The application also includes a sunny sixteen calculator, in addition to a depth range calculator and EXIF data reader. This light meter app has a simple interface. It has more features than Lux Meter, but you can definitely test
the two to see which ones perform best in different settings. 7. Light Meter by David Quiles - $1.99 (Android) The Light Meter app by David Quiles is the Android version of myLightMeter for iOs devices. That's $1.99 to buy. With its old school, analog interface app will feel very nostalgic for cinematographers. The reflected light meter only works with devices capable of saving exposure. The event light meter
works on any device, but it depends on the quality of the device. In fact, the developer suggests using the reflected light option for the best precision. Features include: ISO ranges from 3 to 6400 Low light alarm calibration, vibration on measure/holdISO selectorSpot measure if a camera has zoomHigh-resolution support for all monitors. Compared to the other Android light meters, this app has next level
settings. It offers a few more features than the other apps, so this is a perfect product if you're looking for a step up. At a low price point, it is worth upgrading and buying for the high quality results you receive. Did you find the perfect light meter? In total, light meters work, precise tools for your smartphone. You can use them with confidence, knowing your light and exposure will be read properly. And as you
can see, there are several light meter apps for your iOS or Android device. Whether you want a simple interface or a more complex product, there's a light meter app for you. Have you ever tested one of these light meter apps before? Share with us your experience in our comments below! Below!
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